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Nickel, cobalt, arsenic, and cadmium
compounds are well-known carcinogens to
humans and/or to experimental animals.
Several types of cellular damage have been
identified that may contribute to their carcino-
genic potentials, such as the induction of
oxidative DNA damage (1,2) and epigenetic
alterations such as gene silencing by changes in
DNA methylation patterns, as shown for par-
ticulate nickel compounds and arsenite (3,4).
Furthermore, As(III), Co(II), Ni(II), and
Cd(II) exerted pronounced comutagenic activ-
ities in bacteria as well as in mammalian cells
(5), and recently cocarcinogenicity of arsenite
in combination with ultraviolet C (UVC) radi-
ation was demonstrated in hairless mice (6).
These enhancing effects may be explained by
interference with distinct steps of different
DNA repair systems [summarized in Hartwig
(7)]. Thus, during the last years, detailed stud-
ies have been conducted to elucidate potential
molecular mechanisms leading to DNA repair
inhibitions. Furthermore, more recently the
question has been addressed whether metal
ions also interfere with other cellular responses
to DNA damage, such as cell cycle progression
and control.

DNA Damage, Repair, and
Interference by Toxic Metal Ions
Maintenance of genetic information, and
thus the correct sequence of nucleotides in
DNA, is essential for replication, gene
expression, and protein synthesis; DNA
lesions at critical sites like oncogenes or

tumor suppressor genes may lead to cell cycle
arrest, programmed cell death, mutagenesis,
genomic instability, and cancer. Surprisingly,
in addition to replication errors, DNA is not
only damaged by environmental mutagens
including UV light and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), but also permanently
by reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated
endogenously due to oxygen metabolism (8).
To minimize adverse consequences, a com-
plex network of different repair systems has
evolved to maintain genomic integrity
(Figure 1). Thus, replication errors are
repaired by the mismatch repair pathway,
and double-strand breaks are repaired by
homologous or illegitimate recombination
processes. The major pathway eliminating
DNA base damage and helix distortions is
the excision repair pathway, subdivided into
nucleotide excision repair (NER) and base
excision repair (BER) (9). There has been
accumulating evidence that diverse DNA
repair systems including BER and NER are
inhibited at low, noncytotoxic concentra-
tions of Ni(II), Co(II), Cd(II), and As(III).
Thus, arsenite was shown to inhibit the liga-
tion step during the removal of N-methyl-N-
nitrosourea–induced DNA damage during
BER (10). With respect to oxidative DNA
damage, even though neither Ni(II) nor
Cd(II) increased the overall frequency of
oxidative DNA base damage at biologically
relevant concentrations in HeLa cells, both
compounds inhibited the removal of oxida-
tive DNA base modifications induced by

visible light at low, noncytotoxic concentra-
tions (11). Regarding NER, detailed investi-
gations revealed that different steps of the
repair process were affected and different
mechanisms were identified to account for
the observed inhibitions (12). For example,
Ni(II) and Cd(II) disturbed the very first step
of nucleotide excision repair, namely, the
recognition of DNA damage (13), whereas
Co(II) affected both the incision as well as
the polymerization of repair patches (14).
Arsenite impaired the incision step at low
concentrations and the ligation at higher
concentrations (15).

Recently we investigated the effects of
NiCl2 and particulate black NiO on the
induction and removal of stable DNA
adducts generated by the carcinogen
benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P). B[a]P belongs to the
class of PAHs generated by incomplete com-
bustion of organic matter and therefore is
present not only at many workplaces, but also
in the ambient air. Its carcinogenic activity is
attributed to the formation of DNA adducts,
resulting from electrophilic attack predomi-
nantly at guanine residues by metabolically
activated intermediates formed from the par-
ent hydrocarbon. For carcinogenicity, the
most relevant metabolic pathway is probably
connected to the action of cytochromes P450
1A1 and P4501B1 and epoxide hydrolases,
yielding syn- and anti-B[a]P-7,8-diol 9,10-
epoxides (BPDEs), which form stable adducts
at the N 2 position of guanine and, less fre-
quently, of adenine. When replicated prior to
repair, these adducts can lead to mutations
and cancer (16). Thus, the induction and
removal of the latter adducts generated by the
active metabolite (+)-anti-BPDE in the
absence and presence of nickel compounds
was quantified by a very sensitive high-perfor-
mance liquid chromatography/fluorescence
method in A549 human lung cancer cells
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(17,18). Both nickel compounds inhibited
the removal of these lesions in a dose-
dependent manner. Importantly, these inhi-
bitions occurred in both cases at noncytotoxic
concentrations and were slightly more pro-
nounced in the case of NiO, where lesion
removal was reduced to about 20% of the
control (18). Regarding these findings, repair
inhibition by Ni(II) appears to be largely
independent of the compound applied, and
at first sight these observations do not provide
an explanation for the marked differences in
carcinogenic potencies between water-soluble
and particulate nickel compounds (19).
However, when considering the 1,000-fold
higher persistent nickel burden in rat lung
after exposure toward NiO compared with
water-soluble nickel sulfate (19), exposure to
particulate nickel compounds may give rise to
continuous DNA repair impairment, and
thus the biological consequences may be far
more severe.

Interactions with Cell Cycle
Progression and Control
In addition to DNA repair processes, one
other response to DNA damage is the regula-
tion of cell cycle progression by activation of
DNA damage checkpoints. In general, these
checkpoints control the ability of cells to
arrest the cell cycle in response to DNA
damage; furthermore, they control the acti-
vation of DNA repair pathways, the move-
ment of DNA repair proteins to sites of
DNA damage, the activation of transcrip-
tional programs, and in some cell types, the
induction of cell death by apoptosis in case
of heavily damaged DNA [Figure 2; for
recent review see Zhou and Elledge (20)].
These control mechanisms operate through-
out the cell cycle, and three DNA damage-
response checkpoints appear to be important.
Thus, DNA strand breaks appear to induce a
G1 arrest, increasing the probability that
replication does not occur until repair is
completed. Other damage-responsive check-
points can be observed in the S and G2
phases, where the initiation of still inactive
replicon clusters is delayed, and the entry of
damaged cells into mitosis is prevented,
respectively, until DNA damage is repaired
[Figure 3; reviewed in Kaufmann and Paules
(21)]. When investigating the effects of car-
cinogenic metal compounds on cell cycle
progression by flow cytometry, our results
obtained in A549 human lung tumor cells
revealed a G1 arrest by Co(II) and Ni(II),
whereas arsenite caused a G2 arrest. Whether
these metal compounds also interfere with
cell cycle control in response to DNA dam-
age was studied by applying UVC radiation
as primary DNA-damaging agent. Whereas
UVC alone caused a pronounced S-phase
arrest in this cell line, a normal cell cycle

distribution was obtained in the presence of
Ni(II) and As(III), suggesting that cell cycle
control mechanisms are disturbed. With
respect to Co(II), the G1 arrest was still pre-
sent in combination with UVC radiation
also. All these effects were observed at higher
but still noncytotoxic concentrations of the
respective metal compounds (22).

Potential Molecular
Mechanisms
Because DNA repair inhibitions in particular,
as well as altered cell cycle progression and/or
diminished cell cycle control, have been
observed at low, noncytotoxic concentrations
of the metal compounds, this raises the ques-
tion of why these DNA damage-response
pathways are particularly sensitive toward
toxic metal ions. Some toxic metal ions exert
high affinities toward sulfhydryl groups; there-
fore, potential targets are so-called zinc finger
proteins. They comprise a family of proteins
where zinc is complexed through four invari-
ant cysteine and/or histidine residues forming
a zinc finger domain, which is mostly involved
in DNA binding but also in protein–protein
interactions (23). Even though most zinc fin-
ger structures have been described as DNA-
binding motifs in transcription factors, they
have also been identified in several DNA
repair enzymes, including the mammalian
xeroderma pigmentosum group A protein
(XPA) essential for DNA damage recognition
during NER, and the bacterial formamido-
pyrimidine–DNA glycosylase (Fpg) involved
in the removal of oxidative DNA base modi-
fications. The results concerning the interac-
tion of carcinogenic metal compounds with
zinc finger DNA repair enzymes have been
summarized recently: Fpg was inhibited by
Cd(II), Cu(II), and Hg(II), whereas Co(II),
As(III), Pb(II), and Ni(II) had no effect.
Nevertheless, in addition to Cd(II) and
Cu(II), both Ni(II) and Co(II) inhibited
DNA binding of XPA, whereas Hg(II),
Pb(II), and As(III) were ineffective (24,25).
One other zinc finger protein activated in
response to DNA damage is the poly(adeno-
sine diphosphate [ADP]–ribose)polymerase
(PARP)-1. Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of various
proteins is one of the earliest nuclear events
following DNA strand break induction.
These modifications are believed to promote
changes in the nuclear structure and to
direct repair enzymes to sites of damage.
Furthermore, PARP-1 seems to play a com-
plex role in drug-induced and spontaneous
apoptosis, which, however, is not yet fully
understood [for review, see Bürkle (26)]. It
contains two zinc fingers of the Cys3His1-
type, which are involved in the recognition of
DNA breaks and the subsequent formation of
poly(ADP-ribose) (27). With respect to toxic
metal compounds, PARP activity was

decreased in a human T-cell lymphoma-
derived cell line by As(III) (28), and recent
results from our group demonstrate an inhi-
bition of hydrogen peroxide–induced PARP
activity in intact cells by Ni(II), Co(II),
Cd(II), Cu(II) and concentrations as low as
10 nM As(III) in HeLa cells, whereas no
effect was seen with Pb(II) and Hg(II) (29).
Whether inhibitions are due to interactions
with the zinc finger structures must be further
investigated. Interestingly, one other zinc-
dependent transcription factor regulating cell
cycle control and apoptosis by several coordi-
nated pathways (and thus with great impact
on the processing of DNA damage and
genomic stability) is the p53 tumor suppres-
sor protein [for review, see Hainaut and
Hollstein (30)]. DNA binding is mediated by
a rather complex structure brought together
by tetrahedral coordination of zinc to three
cysteines and one histidine, and exposure of
either the isolated p53 protein or human
breast cancer MCF7 cells to Cd(II) resulted
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Figure 2. Schematic outline of responses to DNA
damage in mammalian cells. Cell cycle arrest pre-
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enter mitosis. In case of heavily damaged DNA,
the apoptotic pathway is activated, depending on
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Elledge (20)].
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in disruption of native p53 conformation and
inhibition of DNA binding. Furthermore,
suppression of the p53-mediated cell cycle
arrest in response to DNA damage by Cd(II)
was observed in the cellular system (31).
Metal ions Ni(II) and Co(II) inhibit its
DNA-binding activity as well (32).

Conclusions and Perspectives

In summary, there is accumulating evidence
that different carcinogenic metal compounds
disturb DNA repair systems and cell cycle con-
trol by diverse mechanisms. Zinc finger pro-
teins appear to be sensitive toward toxic metal
compounds, but each zinc finger protein
exerts its unique sensitivities. Perhaps most
remarkable is the inhibition of poly(ADP-
ribosyl)ation by nanomolar concentrations of
arsenite, as no isolated DNA repair enzyme has
been identified to date that is inhibited below
millimolar concentrations. This finding pro-
vides further evidence that arsenite may rather
indirectly cause genomic instability via inter-
ference with DNA damage response pathways
such as poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation, even though
contrasting results have been reported by
different groups for different cell lines. For
example, arsenite at submicromolar to low
micromolar concentrations has been reported
recently to increase (33–35) or decrease cellular
p53 levels (36), or to elevate cytosine methyla-
tion of the p53 promotor region (37).

Taking into account that DNA is continu-
ously damaged by environmental and endoge-
nous processes, cell cycle control and the
efficient repair of these lesions are important
prerequisites to maintain DNA integrity.
Impairment of these protective mechanisms by
carcinogenic metal compounds may lead to
increased risk of cancer, evident, for example,
by high tumor incidences of patients suffering
from rare nucleotide excision repair deficiency
syndromes like xeroderma pigmentosum (9) or
defects in mismatch repair involved in the cor-
rection of DNA replication errors, which have
been associated with increased susceptibility to
hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (38).
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